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atchmaling in Glashiitte continues

to grow apace, with the expansion of

existing cornerstone Glashiitte fums such as

NOMOS Glashiitte, A. Lange & Stihne and

Glashiitte Original. In May 2011, Tutima -
which had begun as a particular family of watches

of high quality among those manufactured

by Uhren-Rohwerke-Fabrik Glashiitte AG

(URPFA) arrd Uhrenfabrik Glashiitte AG

(UFAG) - began once again manufacturing

watches in Glashiitte, which it had not done

since the end of World War II and the collapse

of the Glashiitte watch-manufacturing industry.

The occasion of Tutima's return to Glashitte was

marked by the release of the most complicated

timepiece Tutima had ever mader the Hommage

Minute Repeater, an homage to the company's

founder, Dr. Ernst Kurtz.

The Hommage Minute Repeater is a

beautifirlly made timepiece very much in the

Glashiitte horological trafition, and it created

a wide demand for a watch with the same

aesthetics and fineness of construction, but at

a more approachable price and with a greater

practicality for dailywear arrd tear. Tutima, as is

its habit, responded to the needs of its client and,

this year, introduced the Tutima Patria, a gold-

cased, round watch that is a close sibling to the

Hommage Minute Repeater. Like thatwatch, the

Patria houses a movement with all the hallmarks of

Glashiitte ae sthetic s : the gold- gilt movement has

the three - quarter-plate constmction so tJpical

of Glashiitte watchmaking (especially pocket

watches), with a large, screw-rim, freesprulg

balance wheel with four timing weights and

many other fine details carried over from the

Hommage Minute Repeater, including screwed-

down gold chatons for the train-wheeljewels, a

black-polished cap jewel for the escape wheel's

upper pivot, arrd arr elaborate and elegant two-

piece click for the mainspring barrel's ratchet

wheel. Tutima has introduced this substartial

but very elegant watch in two versions: the Small

Second, a time-only model with small seconds;

and the Dual Time, with the second time zone

shown via an additional blued- steel hand artd rz -
hour register in the small-seconds suldial.

Tutima, of course, is aiso famous for its

tool watches, and there is none in its history

more famous than its NATO chronograph

(more properly known as the Tutima Military

Chronograph), which became part ofthe official

equipment of the German Armed Forces in

1983, arrd also official supplier to NATO in

r98 j. The latest iteration of the Tutima Military

Chronograph, introduced this year into the M2

family of watches, is available in two versions.

The first, the Mz Chronograph, is an update

to the classic NATO chronograph, sharing

its crisply functional lines, arrd signature

central seconds and minute registers for the

chronograph, as well as the large, glove-friendly

pushers set nearly flush with the case flanks. The

second version - the Mz Pioneer (pictured)

- adds a rotating timing bezel with luminous

markers at each of the five-minute markers, as

well as a larger luminous dot at the zero mark. In

addition to being water-resistart, both the Mz

Chronograph and M2 Pioneer watches are fitted

with a mu-metal (a magnetically soft nickel-iron

alloy) inner case and a soft-iron dial, making

them highly antimagnetic. *
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